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ENERGY STORAGE
The Cruachan power
station could supply
a large city similar to
Edinburgh for 15 hours

Low hanging fruit
Further powers for the Scottish Parliament could be an opportunity to harvest some quick wins
for Scottish renewable energy policy and shine a policy beacon to the rest of the UK
By Dr Theodore Holtom

T

he Electricity Market Reform (EMR)
introduced by Westminster was roundly
condemned by onshore wind developers for
giving investors less certainty, even though its main
justification was to increase investor certainty.
Scotland leads the UK in deployment of onshore
wind and many Scottish investors and companies
working in wind energy would be happy if the
Scottish ROC system were re-introduced or
extended. This was the successful system which
brought the UK to sixth in the world for wind energy
and first in the world specifically for offshore wind.
It offered investors sufficient certainty and was
progressive by penalising fossil fuel generators to
the benefit of renewable ones.
But the EMR framework contains a particularly
interesting policy opportunity within the annual
Capacity Market auctions (a bolt on mechanism
of the EMR) aimed at making available additional
generation capacity for the grid.
If Capacity Market auctions and contracts are
won by gas power station proposals it again
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introduces dependence on fossil fuel supplies from
distant and potentially unreliable gas suppliers,
does nothing to capture excess energy generated
by wind farms - and for anyone concerned with
climate change one must remember that gas
power stations are carbon dioxide emitters.
Opponents of wind energy have said it demands
installation of matching gas generation but this is
untrue. Reserve or spare capacity has always been
needed by the grid to cater for events like sudden
increases in consumer demand or the breakdown
of a nuclear power station. This was required
before wind energy was of any significance so it is
wrong to consider this capacity as a requirement
solely arising from wind energy.
It could be argued the need for Capacity Auctions
has partly arisen because no support has been
provided for energy storage development, despite
this being the obvious solution to match variable
renewable generators on the modern grid.
The sustainable solution and progressive policy
opportunity is for government to require that
future capacity market auction participants be
low carbon generators where low carbon does

not include gas or other type of fossil fuels, nor
highly experimental technology such as Carbon
Capture and Storage, whose efficiency, cost and
environmental sustainability is not yet proven.
There is a perfect low carbon capacity market
option for Scotland - a co-located wind pumped
hydro storage facility. A medium or large wind
farm employing upper and lower water reservoirs
connected by a reversible pump-turbine can
generated hydro power by water ﬂowing from the
upper to the lower reservoir if there is not enough
wind power. Conversely, excess wind energy can be
pumped upwards using pure wind energy.
Traditional stand alone pumped hydro, not
directly connected with a wind farm, uses general
electricity from the grid and is not a pure low
carbon method.
A small but important policy change could and
should be made to the Capacity Market at the
earliest opportunity requiring auction participants
to offer only very low carbon renewable energy
storage. This could be co-located wind pumped
storage units, or other combinations such as
tidal pumped, solar thermal energy, sustainable
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geothermal heat, or green hydrogen energy
storage from wind, wave, tidal or solar energy.
Fossil fuel sources should not be allowed.
Considering the scale of capacity market
required, wind-pumped hydro offers currently the
most cost effective large scale solution but other
sustainable energy storage technologies could
develop over time to the required scale, growing in
competitiveness during future auctions.
Pumped hydro is cheap, highly efficient, tried and
tested technology available on a large scale. The
Cruachan power station could supply a large city
similar to Edinburgh for 15 hours.
It is highly controllable, thereby offering grid
ancillary services such as frequency, response and
operating reserve, and can handle the variability of
renewables such as wind energy.
Traditional stand-alone pumped hydro is not
dedicated to renewable energy, cannot assist with
the variability of distant wind farms beyond grid
bottlenecks and at some of the windiest locations
at the extremities of the electricity grid. There
is little competition in this market. But a wind
farm with pumped hydro allows numerous great
advantages.
Wind energy can be delivered to market when
needed, and prices are high, rather than when
weather dictates; larger wind farm capacity can
be installed on limited grid connection capacity
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– implying lower connection costs. Wind farm
owners having co-located energy storage will
protect themselves from electricity price risk due
to a glut of wind energy during windy weather
causing market prices to fall.
Wind energy curtailment in Scotland has
increased massively in the last year. Some of the
largest Scottish wind farms are now dumping
around 10 per cent of their annual energy, up
sharply from five per cent last year. Some of us
in the industry have been warning about this
rising waste of free renewable energy. The latest
calculations show cumulatively more than a million
MWh of British wind energy has now been dumped,
worth around £100m so far.
There are various methods of energy storage,
in addition to wind pumped hydro, but this is the
obvious efficient candidate for medium sized wind
farms of around 30 MW or more which are nearby
hilly terrain including height differences of 150
metres and upward.
For smaller wind farms one can consider battery
technologies, or green hydrogen production which can feed into zero emission green hydrogen
transport, green production of ammonia for
agricultural fertiliser and other uses. Energy
storage economic and industrial zones could
be developed, developing existing technologies,
innovating new ones and providing a showcase to

the world.
A handful of countries are starting to lead the
way in energy storage technology which will
revolutionise and disrupt the traditional energy
dependencies. Through increased powers or
devolution Scottish policy makers have a new
opportunity to re-tune the energy markets in order
to make sure that the country embraces energy
storage.
Since Scotland is part of the United Kingdom,
Scottish leadership in renewable energy storage
will be of great energy security benefit to the whole
of the UK. By harnessing pure renewables with
intrinsic energy storage Scotland and the UK can
send a message of sustainability for the good of
all humanity, demonstrating that the future energy
system is no mix that includes fossil fuels. The
immediate way to stimulate progress is to make a
small change to regulation of the Capacity Market
such that Scottish participants are fossil fuel free,
encouraging co-located wind pumped hydro and
sustainable methods only. The true future energy
system will be a pure mix of renewable energy
sources and sustainable energy storage methods.
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